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This paper offers a characterisation of the distinctive content of production 
and consumption credit based on the Marxian framework of the circuit of 
capital and a distinctive approach to credit relations. All credit allocations 
contribute  identically  to  present  aggregate  demand  and  to  the  timely 
realisation of profits, thus supporting net investment and positive rates of 
accumulation.  Production  credit  uniquely  contributes  to  capital 
accumulation by  borrowers. Thus consumption credit effects a distinctive 
form of leveraging of social capital, which is shown to strengthen a series of 
productive, credit-risk and monetary constraints bearing upon the extension 
of  credit.  Systems  with  higher  allocations  of  consumption  credit  will 
generally experience lower paces of net credit extension and accumulation 
or higher levels of financial risk than comparable economies. 
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31. Introduction
The dramatic recent increase in consumption credit across a range of economies poses a serious 
analytical challenge to all strains of political economy. In many economies it has rivaled or even 
displaced  credit  to  private  enterprises  as  the  most  significant  credit  allocation,  creating  new 
socioeconomic relationships between financial intermediaries and the mass of consumers, most of 
whom derive their incomes from wages. It has also played a historically unprecedented role in the 
current international crisis, in which the international financial system was brought to the edge of 
complete collapse by the unpaid debts of working-class, minority and poor borrowers in the United 
States.1
Mainstream  political economy offers scant bases for interpreting  these shifts  and their possible 
macroeconomic consequences. Its conceptualisations of credit relations are chiefly microeconomic, 
centering on the existence of various transactional problems, ultimately stemming from the simple 
observation that borrowers may know more about themselves and their economic activities than a 
lender. The credit system appears as a collection of individual contracts, practices and institutions 
that help alleviate the resulting transactional problems, with no explicit grounding  on the overall 
process of accumulation. Such  stances leave little scope  for  analysis of differences between the 
character of credit allocations.
Yet there are reasons to believe that production and consumption credit have different effects on 
macroeconomic  performance.  For  instance,  Schumpeterian  or  neo-Austrian  approaches  would 
suggest  bank  lending  to  productive  enterprises  may  contain  the  exercise  of  distinctive  bank 
entrepreneurial  capacities  in  the  discovery of  new potential  avenues  for  profitable  investment, 
directly fostering  growth. In  contrast, consumption loans,  typically made to wage-earners, only 
require knowledge  and confidence about future  borrower wage income. From  a  rather  different 
methodological perspective, a recent cross-country statistical exercise by World Bank economists 
presents evidence  that while  credit allocated  to  enterprises exhibits a  positive  association with 
economic growth, credit allocated to finance consumption exhibits no such association.2 Reflecting 
the  absence  of  a  satisfactory  mainstream  theoretical  conceptualisation  of  the  macroeconomic 
content of credit and its allocation, the authors offer only general, tentative hypotheses from these 
significant findings. 
4
1 See dos Santos (2009), Dymski (2009), and Lapavitsas (2009). 
2 Beck et al (2008).Heterodox analyses have long  offered integrated conceptualisations of credit and macroeconomic 
activity, centered on the role of credit in the determination of aggregate demand or in the resolution 
of the related ‘problem of realisation’ of profits.3 Despite the many insights that may be obtained 
from  analysis  grounded  on  these  views,  as  hitherto  pursued  they  offer  no  evident  bases  for 
characterising the potential differences between consumption and production credit in the process of 
accumulation. This paper tackles the distinctive content of production and consumption credit with 
a framework developed on the basis of the Marxian circuit of capital and of a distinctive Marxian 
approach to credit relations.
The circuit of capital is a systematic schematisation of capitalist reproduction advanced by Marx in 
the  second volume  of Capital. It characterises the capitalist economy as the  continuous circular 
movement through which capital value self-expands. It starts with money being invested into input 
commodities, continuing with production of output commodities, and culminating with their sale, 
which  realises  in  the  form  of  monetary  profits  the  surplus  value  newly  created  through  the 
exploitation of wage labour. As illustrated by Foley’s (1982, 1986) elegant formalisation, the circuit 
of  capital  offers  a  singularly useful  framework  for  analysis  of  the  determinants  of  aggregate 
demand, including the creation of credit, and their role in setting the overall pace of accumulation. 
This paper applies the framework developed in those contributions to characterise the distinctive 
content of production and consumption credit in the process of accumulation.   
This  application  explicitly  considers  the  constraints  and  contradictions  of  credit  creation  by 
developing the insights offered by a distinctively Marxist approach to capitalist credit relations.4 As 
in the Keynesian framework, Marxian analyses of credit relations may be grounded on the evolution 
of monetary hoards. In contrast with Keynesian approaches, the analytical emphasis is not placed 
on individual psychological or subjective preferences, but on the structural origins of idle money in 
the accumulation of capital. In line with Marx’s rejection of Say’s Law, capitalist sales revenues, net 
of capitalist consumption, are understood not to be instantaneously committed to reinvestment. Past 
revenues  are  only committed  to  investment once  capitalists  have  sufficient  confidence  in  the 
prospects of  profitability,  and  in  their  own  future  security and  ability to  meet  all  operational 
demands for payments and other outlays. As a result, dynamic pools or hoards of money develop 
5
3 Kalecki (1943), or as early as the debates between R Luxemburg and N Bukharin, available in Tarbuk (1972).
4 Founded on Uno (1980) and more  recent contributions by Itoh and Lapavitsas (1999), and Lapavitsas (2000).spontaneously as  accumulation  continuously  requires  the  social  relations  of  capital  to  express 
themselves in the form of money hoards.
These money holdings are the foundation for the systematic creation of banking credit. They offer 
the bases for the the circulation of bank liabilities as a form of money. Net credit extension throws 
new bank liabilities into circulation that function as means of payment and support demand. As 
borrowers use these liabilities to purchase commodities, capitalist sellers receiving them as payment 
may hold them as a form of their own capital. This willingness to hold bank liabilities sets the pace 
of  their  reflux  back  to  banks  demanding  reserves,  and  consequently  conditions  bank  lending 
behaviour.  At  the  most  general  level,  it hinges  on  capitalists’ confidence  that  those  liabilities 
themselves command value and are a suitable monetary expression for their capital. Concretely, this 
confidence  is supported by guarantees that bank liabilities are  convertible  into a reserve money 
more generally commanding value, by the quality of banking system assets, and  by stability in the 
exchange value of money in circulation.  
From this perspective it is possible to make a number of distinctive characterisations concerning 
production and consumption credit and their  content in the  process of  accumulation. All credit 
allocations contribute to the accumulation of capital by facilitating sales, profits and their eventual 
partial  reinvestment  by  capitalists  selling  commodities  to  borrowers.  The  pace  of  net  credit 
extension positively conditions the pace of commodity sales and thus the  pace of accumulation, 
independently of the allocation of credit. But the pace of net credit extension is itself conditioned by 
a series of constraints that are affected by the allocation of credit. Credit allocated to production 
uniquely contributes  to  accumulation  by borrowers themselves,  additionally boosting  stocks  of 
capital in circulation. As a result the allocation of credit affects the balance between social stocks of 
debt and circulating capital, shaping important productive, balance-sheet and monetary constraints 
bearing on net credit extension and consequently on the pace of accumulation. 
 
Specifically, an ongoing relative increase in the allocation of credit in favour of consumption loans 
will, ceteris paribus, decrease output flows relative to demand flows. This diminishes the scope for 
overall net credit extension as demand may more easily exhaust productive capacity, potentially 
eroding the value of credit money in circulation. Depending on monetary and institutional regimes, 
levels of net credit extension will be more narrowly constrained as resulting inflationary pressures 
either increase the pace at which convertible bank notes flow back to issuers demanding commodity 
6money, or leads to tightening policy stances by the central monetary authority. As a result, the pace 
of net credit extension and rates of accumulation may be generally lower in economies with higher 
relative allocations of credit to consumption loans. 
More broadly, by contributing  more strongly to stocks of debt relative to the stock of capital in 
circulation than production credit, consumption credit effects a distinctive form of leveraging  for 
total  social  capital. As a result of this leveraging  effect an economy with higher relative credit 
allocation to consumption loans will see higher profitability of capital in circulation than otherwise 
comparable economies. At the  same  time the  social balance  sheet of this economy will exhibit 
higher levels of credit risk, as all income flows from which debt service payments are made draw 
from  the  stock  of  capital  in  circulation.  It  will  also  experience  greater  risks  of  monetary 
disturbances, as total capital in circulation provides the ultimate foundation for the banking system 
assets  supporting  monetary  liabilities  in  circulation.  These  heightened  risks  should  lead  to 
reductions in the overall pace of net credit extension, reducing rates of accumulation. They will 
otherwise require some combination of improvements in bank portfolio management or a general 
(and speculative) general perception of such improvements. 
To characterise and explore these effects rigorously, this paper deploys a continuous-time model of 
accumulation,  credit and  its allocation  based  on  Foley (1982,  1986).  The  model  is structural, 
offering  a  tractable,  mathematically  rigorous  framework  for  the  integrated  examination  of 
production and exchange in the  process of accumulation, and of the extension and allocation of 
credit. It characterises the economy through a system of integral and differential equations which 
admits exponential solutions for its value flows and stocks. The resulting steady states of growth 
help illustrate  and develop the  paper’s central points with the  help of simple comparative-static 
analysis. 
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the broad conceptual and mathematical 
framework of the model.  Section  3 identifies exponential solutions to  the resulting  system and 
discusses  their  implications for  the  rate  of  accumulation,  profitability,  and  the  limits  of credit 
extension. Section 4 discusses the  credit and monetary issues posed by the allocation of credit. 
Section 5 concludes. 
72. The Basic Macroeconomic and Conceptual Setting
The  setting  considered  here  is  of  a  Marxian closed  economy where  accumulation proceeds  as 
outlined in Volume II of Capital. The model is drawn from Foley’s (1982, 1986) continuous-time 
framework of  a  single-department economy,  in  which the presence  of time  lags  conditions the 
processes of commodity production, sales, and reinvestment. In this setting credit relations are a 
sine qua non of capitalist accumulation, as without them commodity demand, derived from past 
sales revenues, is insufficient to sustain consistently positive rates of growth.
In Marxian political economy the core of social reproduction consists of the expansion of capital, 
represented schematically by, 
M − C(lp,mp)− P − C'− M ' > M   (2.1)
Value  in  the  form  of  money capital  M is  advanced  by capitalists  in  order  to  purchase  input 
commodities C, including  labour  power lp and  means  of  production mp. Inputs  are  combined 
during the process of production yielding output commodities C', which are subsequently sold for a 
quantity of money M ' . The expansion of capital is ensured so long as M ' > M, which hinges on 
two factors. First and  most fundamentally, it hinges on the  existence  of the  wage-labour  social 
relationship, which permits the systematic addition of value to produced commodities by employed 
labourers in excess of the value represented by their wages. Second, it hinges on the actual sale of 
the produced commodity at a mark-up over production costs. In Marxian terms, surplus value or 
profit is created in production but only realised in money form through sale.   
2.1 Production, Realisation and Investment Lags 
The circuit of capital is understood as a dynamic collection of social and technical processes. Total 
social capital will exist as an aggregation of myriad individual circuits simultaneously at every 
single  stage  of process (2.1). The  journey through the  circuit takes place over  time, as various 
technical and social constraints delay the flow of capital value through the processes of investment 
in inputs, production, and sale  of outputs. These delays define the  circuit’s turnover time, most 
broadly understood as a measure of the average time it takes a quantum of value to transverse the 
entire  process,  which  obviously  constitutes  a  key driver  of  profitability over  time.  A  simple 
8continuous-time model of the visible money and commodity flows associated with process (2.1), 
illustrates these concepts. 
Consider the process once capital in the money form has purchased input commodities C(t)in order 
to commence production, 
C(t) =κ(t)C(t)+ (1−κ(t))C(t)      (2.2)
Where κ(t) denotes the share in total productive capital of variable capital or labour power. Once 
the decision to invest value into production is taken, its transformation into outputs takes place over 
time, as technological, social and economic constraints dictate the pace at which finished products 
emerge from production to become available for sale. This may be represented mathematically by a 
lag process function, xp(t) , denoting the proportion of the value of input commodities that emerges 





as eventually all value engaged as inputs emerges as outputs. The production lag obviously follows 
from technological conditions, as well as struggles in production over the pace of work. It may also 
be understood to follow from possible cyclical delays and congestions in securing inputs after the 
decision to invest and payments for inputs are made. Assuming for simplicity the case where the 
process is constant over time, the flow of output commodities P(t) may be expressed in relation to 
past values of flows of input commodities into the productive process,
P(t) = C(t')xp(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫   (2.3)
Once  produced,  the  sale  of  finished  commodities  at  a  profit  also  takes  place  over  time,  as 
transportation, wholesale and retail activities are limited by technological, geographical and social 
constraints. Of greater economic significance is the fact that the pace for the realisation of value 
9through sales is conditioned by the state of demand. The pace of sales or the realisation lag may be 
characterised endogenously form the relationship between commodity supply and demand flows, 
based on the simple fact that if at the aggregate level prices reflect values, brisk demand will see 
quicker sales and diminishing inventories, with sluggish demand triggering opposite effects.
The flow of commodity supply given by (2.3) is confronted by aggregate demand, D(t).  If the   
realisation lag  process xr(t) is assumed to be  a  simple  time delay Tr at any point in time,5 and 







So that enhanced demand flows in relation to output flows will tend to shorten the realisation delay 
period Tr(t).
When commodities are sold  they generate  total  sales revenue S(t). Sales give  surplus value its 
embodiment as a monetary mark-up q(t) over production costs. In line with conventional Marxian 
analysis, the view taken here is that q(t) = ε(t)κ(t), the product of the share of labour power in total 
productive capital κ(t), and ε(t), the rate of exploitation, both of which are determined prior to the 
sale of commodities. 
It is useful to divide the funds in S(t) between those representing the recovery of production costs, 






5 Formally xr(t) = δ(Tr), or the Dirac Delta function for t = Tr.




Suppose that capitalists are in a position to make full reinvestment of S'(t) and of a proportion p(t)
of profits S''(t), so that value in the form of money amounting to S'(t)+ p(t)S''(t) is set aside for 
reinvestment,  and (1− p(t))S''(t) is allocated  to capitalists’ consumption.  The  transformation  of 
these unconsumed revenues into investment also suffers from a range of important delays, ensuring 
pools of temporarily idle money accumulate alongside capital. Value set aside for future investment 
will remain in the form of idle money until opportunities for potentially profitable investment are 
identified.  Delays  will  also  reflect the  holding  of  precautionary money reserves  to  ensure  the 
continuity of purchases, prepare for price fluctuations, and meet demands for settlement, as well as 
the possible need to accumulate funds of sufficient size for lumpy investment from own funds.   
In  line  with  the  aims  of  the  current discussion,  these  various  delays are  taken  together  to be 
represented by the investment delay process xv(t), formally analogous to the lag processes above. 
This delay process clearly varies over the business cycle. In the upswing the pace at which money is 
recommitted  to  investment  quickens  and  capitalists  are  generally willing  to  adopt less  liquid 
positions. In the inevitable downswing, the pace at which surviving capitalists recommit revenues to 
investment slows significantly, and precautionary money hoards build up. 
Abstracting for a moment from lending and debt servicing, investment expenditures will initially be 
given by, 
C(t) = S'(t')+ p(t')S''(t') [ ]xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫   (2.7)
Investment draws on past capitalist revenues, funds demand for means of production and, via the 
purchase of labour power, demand for wage goods. 
2.2 Borrowing, Demand, and Investment
In order to complete  the model it is necessary to locate borrowing, fully characterise aggregate 
demand,  and  describe  the  evolution  of  the  various  components  of  total  stock  of  capital  in 
circulation. If total debt outstanding is given by B(t), and a fraction ζ of lending takes the form of 
11consumption loans, then net borrowing by capitalist enterprises for purposes of production is given 
by  (1−ζ)  B(t), and net borrowing by workers to finance consumption is given by   ζ  B(t).
Assuming capitalists spend the credit they obtain instantaneously, equation (2.7) becomes,
 
C(t) = S'(t')+ p(t')S''(t') [ ]xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫ + (1−ζ)  B(t)   (2.8)
Assuming for convenience that all consumption expenditures are instantaneous, and constant levels 
for p(t) and q(t), aggregate  commodity demand will  be  given  by this investment (which funds 
workers’ demand for wage goods), capitalist consumption, and the net extension of consumption 
credit,
 D(t) = C(t)+ (1− p)S''(t)+ζ  B(t)  (2.9)
Note that in this assumed setting of instantaneous consumption, the investment lag process xv(t)  
provides an exhaustive measure of the velocity of money.
Simplifying  and considering  commodity-market equilibrium  yields an expression for commodity 
sales,
 
S(t) = D(t) = S'(t')+ p(t')S''(t') [ ]xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫ + (1− p)S''(t)+  B(t)   (2.10)
Equations  (2.3)-(2.6),  (2.8)-(2.10)  describe  the  evolution  of  all  observable  value  flows  in  the 
economy and the  evolution  of the  realisation  delay Tr(t). Equation (2.10) locates the  source  of 
money flows demanding commodities in relation to present and past sales, and net borrowing.
The  realisation  delay Tr alongside  the  lag  processes xp(t), and xυ(t) define  the  circuit’s  total 
turnover time. They also ensure the existence of dynamic pools of value in the form of money and 
12commodities sitting  temporarily idle during  the process of production, sales, and investment. The 
evolution of these pools can be described in relation to the flows outlined above, respectively,
  
 Π(t) = C(t)− P(t)  (2.11)
 
 Ν(t) = P(t)− S'(t)    (2.12)
 
 Μ(t) = S'(t)+ p(t)S''(t)− C(t)− (1−ζ)  B(t) ( )   (2.13)
Π(t) are pools of commodities undergoing transformation in production, which evolve as invested 
value C(t) becomes  input commodities  and  as  value P(t) emerges as  finished  output. Ν(t) are 
inventories, fed by new output and depleted by sales (net of mark-ups). 7 M(t) are money hoards 
formed as capitalists set aside their own unconsumed revenues for future  reinvestment and sink 
their own capital  into  investment, given by total investment C(t) net of  new borrowing, which 
draws on newly created (and thus not previously held) money. 
It is easy to see that (2.8) and (2.10) ensure that (2.13) yields, as is to be expected,
 
 Μ(t) =  B(t)  (2.14)
The sum of these stocks of value constitutes total capital in circulation, K(t) ≡ Π(t)+ Ν(t)+ Μ(t). 8 
Its  dynamic  evolution  is driven  by net investment,  which  is  funded  by capitalised profits and 
production credit,
13
7 Inventories will typically be accounted with mark-ups in enterprise books, rendering (2.12) into the equivalent 
expression  
 Ν(t) = (1+ q)P(t)− S(t). This is not used in the model as surplus value is held here only to be realised 
in the money form after the sale of output commodities. 
8 The analysis here of necessity abstracts from consideration of fixed capital. Similarly, the view taken here is that 
inventories and idle sales revenues awaiting reinvestment are not to be understood as merchant and financial capital. In 
line with Itoh and Lapavitsas (1999), merchant and financial capital are advanced separately in order to facilitate the 
movement of value through those stages. Analysis here abstracts from both of these types of capital.  
 K(t) ≡ p(t)S''(t)+ (1+ζ)  B(t)   (2.15)
With the description of the economy’s three autonomous stocks given by (2.11), (2.12) and (2.14), 
we have  a complete model of the  economy with nine  equations and five unknown flows, three 
unknown stocks, one unknown endogenous sales delay, and an unspecified evolution path for net 
borrowing.  The  core  structure  of  the  model  may be  understood  by  manipulating  (2.10)  and 
normalising  it  by the  scale  of  basic  reproduction, S'(t), which  yields  the  central  relationship 
governing the evolution of the system,
 
(1+ pq)S'(t) = (1+ pq)S'(t')xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫ +  B(t)  (2.16)
Mathematically, any given path in net borrowing  
 B(t) will determine S'(t), from which all flow and 
stock  functions  in  the  model  may  be  identified.  Economically,  (2.16)  depicts  the  dynamic 
relationship between capitalist savings, investment, hoarding, and the net extension of credit. It 
shows how net lending and investment help create new capitalist savings. It also shows that without 
net  lending  and borrowing,  positive  rates of  accumulation  are  unsustainable,  as  in  hat  case  it 
becomes,
S'(t) = S'(t')xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫   (2.17)
But as long as the investment lag process is constant, the integral on the right hand side of (2.17) is 
a weighted sum of past values of the scale of simple reproduction S'(t). The only way in which the 
present scale of simple reproduction will be greater than a weighted sum of past values is if the 
investment lag process becomes less onerous. This is equivalent to an increase in the velocity of 
money, the pace of dishoarding, and degree of illiquidity faced by functioning capitalists. As these 
cannot rise indefinitely, this is not a foundation for sustainable growth. As in Keynes (1937), any 
growth in   investment levels requires some combination of a reduction in the relative liquidity of 
capitalists  and  new net  borrowing.  But new  money will  only enter  the  economy through  new 
lending  by private banks (and its eventual accommodation by reserve suppliers), which supports 
demand and supplies new monetary expression for the growing mass of capital value resulting from 
14accumulation. Characterising the limits and contradictions of net credit extension is consequently an 
integral part of any characterisation of economic growth. 
3. Solutions and Properties of Exponential Steady States
It is possible to solve the system of integral and differential equations developed above explicitly. 
Solutions include complex-valued exponential paths for all stocks and flows in the economy. Along 
such paths, accumulation is most immediately constrained  by its own  ability to generate  funds 
demanding  commodities  at  sufficiently  quick  paces.  The  extension  of  credit  mediates  this 
relationship, and is shown in  the first sub-section below to support growth independently of its 
allocation  across  production  and  consumption  loans.  But the  scope  for overall  levels  of credit 
extension is constrained by production capacities, as well as by the credit risks and the potential 
monetary instability they pose, all of which are shaped by the allocation of credit. As a result, credit 
allocation conditions the scope for credit extension and, as a consequence, the rate of accumulation. 
This section also discusses the relationship between credit allocation and productive capacities, and 
how it conditions credit creation and growth. The latter credit and monetary mechanisms are taken 
up in section four below.
3.1 Demand, Exchange and the First Determination of Growth Rates
Equation (2.16) is a Volterra equation of the second type with a difference kernel, known as the 
renewal  equation.  It  admits  explicit  solutions  in  a  number  of  functional  forms,  including 
exponential evolutions for  
 B(t) and S'(t), leading to similar solutions for all other stocks and flows 
in the model. An equivalent approach to solving the model’s system of equations that lends itself 
more  easily to  economic  interpretation  is  to  normalise  net borrowing  by  the  scale  of  simple 
reproduction, S'(t),
 
 B(t) = h(t)S'(t)  (3.1)
This simply amounts to measuring the scale of current net borrowing in relation to sales needed to 
cover production costs, which turns (2.16) into,
1+ pq − h(t) [ ]S'(t) = 1+ pq [ ]S'(t')xv(t − t')dt'
−∞
t
∫   (3.2)
15Considering  a  simple  setting  in  which  the  relative  size  of  net borrowing  does not change,  the 
resulting  system  of  differential  and  integral  equations  also  has  exponential  solutions,  given   
explicitly in Appendix A. These are characterised by the Laplace Transforms of the lag processes in 
the economy for the system’s complex-valued rate of growth g,  
 
xi




∫ ≤1,   (3.3)
The  factors xi
*(g) effectively provide  discounted  present-value  measures  of  the  severity of  the 
corresponding lag processes, with the system’s rate of accumulation g as the discount factor. In this 
case (3.2) is solved when








1+ pq − h
  (3.5)
Further, in a steady-state growth abstraction, the relationship between demand and supply flows is 
stable, so that the endogenous realisation lag Tr is constant. This amounts to a requirement that (2.4) 





=1+ pq −ζh   (3.6)








1+ pq −ζh ( ) 1+ pq ( )
1+ pq − h
  (3.7)
16Equation (3.5) embodies the model’s first significant result: That in an economy constrained by its 
own ability to  generate  demand flows  that allow  for  sales flows that realise  profits,  all  credit 
extension, regardless of its allocation, directly contributes to growth by creating means of purchase 
and a monetary embodiment for capital values. Formally, (3.5) offers the simplest expression of the 
relationship between the financial parameters (h,ζ) and the system’s rate of growth, as determined 
in the sphere of commodity exchange. It yields an endogenous definition of the economy’s rate of 
accumulation, which as (3.5) makes clear, does not depend on the credit allocation share ζ, so that 
g = g(h), with the particular form of this function depending not only on the right-hand side of (3.5) 
but also on the actual shape of the investment lag process xv(t).
Further, the properties of the Laplace transform ensure xv
*(g) is decreasing on g ,9 so that the left-
hand side of (3.5) is increasing on g. Given that the right-hand side of the equation is increasing on 
h  it follows that, g'(h) > 0. In words, higher levels of net credit extension relative to the scale of 
simple  reproduction S'(t) lead  to  systems  with  higher  steady-state  rates  of  accumulation,  as 
expected. Note also that when h = 0 it must follow that g = 0. Steady growth, in which investment 
lag process remain constant, may only occur with positive net extensions of credit. 
The second important result is evident by considering the evolution of the stocks of debt and total 
capital  in  circulation  in  steady-state  growth. Using  the  solutions provided in  Appendix  A it is 
evident that the  economy’s social  level  of  gearing  or  leveraging,  defined  as the  stock of  debt 








As expected, Γh(h,ζ) ≥ 0,  as higher overall levels of net credit extension increase the relative size 
of  overall  indebtedness  in  the  economy.  Further,  as  may  be  easily  verified, Γζ(h,ζ) ≥ 0,
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9 Except for the aberrant case of infinite money velocity, or xv(t) = δ(t), in which case xv
*(g) =1, ∀g.demonstrating that consumption credit effects a distinctive form of leverage, over and above that 
effected by overall  net credit extension. One important consequence of this effect relates to the 








It is  clear that this rate  will  have  a  positive  relationship to the  relative  allocation  of  credit to 
consumption loans ζ. A system with higher credit allocations to consumption loans will experience 
the same level of sales as comparable systems with higher credit allocations to finance productive 
enterprise, but will have lower volumes of capital  in circulation. The significance of this result, 
however, must be tempered by the fact that such systems enjoy smaller scopes for overall credit 
extension. The productive constraints responsible for this smaller scope are taken up immediately 
below, while those arising from balance-sheet and monetary issues are tackled in section 4.  
3.2 Production and Output Constraints on Credit 
While higher relative levels of overall credit extension permit higher rates of accumulation, they 
cannot do so indefinitely. The pace of net credit extension is most evidently constrained by the 
economy’s capacity to supply commodities. Net credit enhances demand flows, which must be met 
by  new  commodity  supply flows  if  sustainable,  real  accumulation  is  to  take  place.  Here  an 
important difference between each allocation of credit arises, as while all credit buttresses demand 
flows, production and consumption credit contribute differently to the accumulation of total capital 
in circulation and, thus, to total productive capacity. All credit contributes to the accumulation of 
capital  by  capitalists  selling  to  borrowers.  But  only  production  credit  contributes  to  capital 
accumulation by borrowers themselves. The allocation of credit will shape dynamic supply flows 
and consequently the existing scopes for overall credit extension in the economy. 
Within the terms of the model, credit extension is limited by the requirement that the endogenous 
realisation delay Tr should never fall below zero. That is, if demand flows grow so much in relation 
to supply flows that inventories begin to vanish, additional demand will not secure commodities but 
will  instead  bid  up  commodity  prices,  starting  to  lower  the  exchange  value  of  money.  In  a 
commodity monetary system with convertibility, the spectre of falls in the exchange value of credit 
money tends to increase the pace at which bank liabilities flow back to  issuers demanding  the 
18money commodity. This will constrain the pace of credit extension by private banks. In a setting of 
inconvertible central-bank liabilities supporting broader monetary circulation, the possibility of an 
inflationary  fall  in  the  value  of  money  will  typically  trigger  monetary  tightening,  similarly 
constraining the pace of credit extension. 
Mathematically, the requirement that Tr ≥ 0 is equivalent to the requirement that xr
*(g) ≤1. Together 




≤1+ pq −ζh   (3.10)
Given that g = g(h), inequality (3.10) defines sets of financial parameter values (h,ζ) under which 
demand will not exhaust commodity inventories, termed here feasible values. As can be seen from 
(3.5) and (3.10) the  shape of  these sets is conditioned  by pq, xp(t), as well  as by xv(t), which 
conditions the shape of g(h).  The intuition behind this is straightforward, as the capitalisation of 
profits  and  production  lags  directly  condition  dynamic  flows  of  commodity  supply,  while 
investment lags directly condition demand flows.  
Specifically, condition (3.10) defines maximum levels of net credit extension hm, and consequently 
a  maximum  rates  of  accumulation gm = g(hm). The  maximum  rate  of  growth  has  a  negative 
relationship with the  relative  allocation  of  credit to  consumption  loans ζ. Systems with  higher 
relative credit allocation to consumption loans will exhibit smaller supply flows, and thus smaller 
scopes for overall net credit extension, than otherwise comparable economies.
To see this, consider the case where h = 0, under which g(h) = 0, and xp
*(0) =1, satisfying  (3.10) 
independently of the allocation of credit. The existence of a unique hm  is guaranteed by the fact that 
as h increases from zero, the left-hand side of (3.10) increases monotonically, while the right hand 
19side falls monotonically, ensuring a unique intersection between both functions at hm. 10 Further, as 
the left-hand side of (3.10) and its derivatives are independent of ζ, and the derivative of the right-
hand side of (3.10) is −ζ, higher levels of ζ will ensure this intersection occurs at lower values for 
hm. Formally, (3.10) ensures that 
d
dζ




It is possible to illustrate graphically the feasible parameter sets for specific functional forms for the 
economy’s lag processes, as is done in Figures 1 and 2, which consider the case where pq = 0.1, for 
simple  discrete  delays  and  exponential  decays,  respectively.  As  detailed  in  Appendix  B,  the 
boundaries  of  the  feasible  parameter  sets  will  be  conditioned  by  the  relative  weight  of  the 
production and investment lag  processes: in the case of simple discrete delays by the ratio of the 
production and investment delays, 
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1+ pq −ζh [ ]= −ζ ≤ 0.
11 Note that exponential decay rates v  and π  are negative measures of the heft of the investment and production lags, 
respectively.  Figure 1 - Contours of Feasible Financial Parameter Sets, Delay Process
pq = 0.1, 
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21Figure 2 - Contours of Feasible Financial Parameter Sets, Decay Process
pq = 0.1, 
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In line with intuition, the figures illustrate how economies with less severe production lags relative 
to investment lags will exhibit greater scopes for growth-enhancing net credit extension. They also 
illustrate the general finding that 
d
dζ
gm < 0, as the set boundaries are downward sloping.
This finding  tempers the significance of result (3.9) concerning  the rate of profit. Systems with 
higher degrees of credit allocation to consumption loans will have higher rates of profit for every 
level of credit extension h. But in such systems the maximum feasible level of credit extension, and 
22thus the maximum rate of accumulation gm, will be lower than in equivalent systems with lower 
levels of consumption credit. At this level of abstraction, the net effect on capitalist profitability of 
increasing allocations of credit to consumption loans is taken as ambiguous. 
Consideration of the impact of credit allocation on capital in circulation and productive capacities 
allowed the identification of important differences between consumption and production credit in 
this simple model of accumulation. The model also allows consideration of the requirements and 
contradictions of credit relations, which points to further constraints on credit extension and rates of 
accumulation that are affected by credit allocation.
4. The Credit and Monetary Consequences of Consumption Credit
The  extension  of  credit  in  a  capitalist  economy  is significantly constrained  by the  credit and 
liquidity risks  inherent to  credit relations,  the  capacity  of  the  credit  system  to  manage  those 
adequately, and the corollary possibilities of monetary crises in which capitalists seek to abandon 
holdings of all but the most social forms of money. This section discusses the mechanisms through 
which the allocation of credit affects these financial constraints on credit extension, considering 
first the distribution, burden and risks of indebtedness, and second the required monetary circulation 
in the economy. 
In both cases systems with higher relative allocations of consumption credit are shown to be more 
fragile, as lower relative levels of total capital in circulation provide narrower bases for servicing 
debt and  for sustaining  the  circulation  of  credit money.  Unless  the  credit-system’s capacity for 
managing  risks is better in those economies, those systems will experience either lower levels of 
credit extension and rates of accumulation, or heightened levels of credit and monetary risks. 
4.1 Distribution and Relative Burden of Debt 
Along steady-state exponential paths it is possible to characterise the debt burden on capitalists and 
workers relative to their income flows. Assuming all debt commands the same rate of interest i, the 
solutions provided in Appendix A ensure that capitalist interest payments, (1−ζ)B(t)i, relative to 














   (4.2)
The  first term provides the  ratio of the rate of net leveraged investment to the rate  of net total 
investment,  a  measure  of the  amount of  leverage  on  enterprises.  The  second  term  provides a 
measure of the ‘cost’ of leverage in the ratio of the rate of interest to the rate of profit.  
It is trivial to see that 
d
dζ
F c ≤ 0.  Put differently, steady states with higher relative credit allocations   
to  consumption  loans will  exhibit  smaller  debt burdens  on  capitalist enterprises,  as intuitively 
expected. 
In contrast, the corresponding debt burden on wage earners is higher in systems with higher relative 











Substituting for the rate of growth using (3.9), and using the definition of the sales mark up yields,
F w =
ζh




And it is trivial to show that 
d
dζ
F w ≥ 0.  Systems with more credit allocated to consumption loans 
see higher debt burdens placed on wage earners not only as their indebtedness is higher, but also as 
the mass of their wage receipts are lower than in otherwise comparable systems. 
Such systems will also face a higher overall debt burden. Total interest payments as a fraction of 
total wage and profit incomes have a positive relationship with the relative allocation of credit to 
24consumption loans. This is most easily evident by considering the social level of leverage Γ(h,ζ),
or total debt outstanding to the stock of total capital in circulation, from which all wage and profit 
incomes derive. As already discussed, this ratio is rising  on ζ.  Bank balance sheets will, ceteris 
paribus, be weaker in this simple model in economies where banks allocate higher shares of credit 
to finance consumption, increasing the likelihood of banking crises. 
Unless those economies experience either improvements in banking system risk management, or a 
spread  of general  speculative  perceptions of such  improvements,  the  overall  pace  of net credit 
extension  will  face  stronger  constraints  than  in  comparable  economies  with  lower  levels  of 
consumer lending. Banks may be less willing to bear more illiquid positions, capitalists may be  less 
willing to hold fractions of their money in the form of banking system liabilities, and the central 
monetary authority may deliberately seek to curtail the pace of credit extension.  
4.2 Monetary Circulation and Behaviour
The exponential solutions to the model afford a characterisation of the monetary requirements of 
accumulation,  and  they are  conditioned  by credit allocation. As evident from  the  solutions in 
Appendix A, total capitalist money holdings as a fraction of total capital in circulation will be a 







Evidently,  this  ratio  is  rising  on  both  financial  parameters, h and ζ. A number  of  important 
consequences follow. 
Sustaining any given rate of accumulation requires a given level of overall credit expansion h.  But 
equation (4.5) indicates that in systems with more consumption credit, sustaining any level of credit 
extension requires the circulation of higher volumes of money in relation to capital in circulation. 
Yet sustaining a relatively larger monetary circulation poses a number of financial requirements. 
In contemporary monetary systems, in which monetary circulation consists of private credit-system 
liabilities supported by liabilities of a central monetary authority controlled by the state, all money 
25is ultimately supported by credit system assets. These consist of the loans of private banks, the 
reserves held by the central bank, and the creditworthiness of the state. Albeit in mediated ways, the 
quality of these  assets and promises ultimately draws on volumes of total capital in circulation. 
Higher levels of monetary circulation relative to total  capital  in circulation thus requires higher 
levels of confidence in the credit system’s ability to manage its balance sheet. Without this higher 
confidence, systems with higher relative levels of consumption credit will be unable to sustain the 
same relative level of net credit extension as otherwise comparable systems. 
Consider first the capacity of the central monetary authority to accommodate the greater relative 
need for money in circulation. In the closed economy abstraction pursued in the model, this ability 
will be more tightly constrained by attempts to manage the value of money given the heightened 
inflationary pressures systems with high relative levels of consumption credit face.12  The ability of 
private credit-system liabilities to fill the gap will be conditioned by the willingness of banks to 
maintain potentially illiquid positions, and by the related willingness of capitalists to hold fractions 
of their money holdings as private credit-system liabilities. This can be shown in reference to two 
structural identities. Total volumes of outstanding central-bank liabilities at any point in time will be 
divided into private bank reserves and volumes held by capitalists, 
H(t) = H
R(t)+ H
C(t)   (4.7)
Capitalist money holdings will also be divided into holdings of central-bank liabilities and holdings 
of private credit-system liabilities,
M(t) = H
C(t)+ D(t)   (4.8)
The  required  circulation  of  private  credit-system  liabilities  can  be  characterised  in  relation  to 
volumes of central-bank liabilities in the  economy via  a  monetary ‘multiplier’ taken here to be 
neither stable nor indicative of any given causal relation,
26
12 Parenthetically, in an open economy whose state does not issue a reserve currency, this capacity will also be 
conditioned by the extent to which central bank liabilities circulate before flowing back and demanding reserves. For 
those economies international capital mobility and the possibility of degrees of domestic currency substitution will 
constrain the circulation of central-bank liabilities, which will be conditioned by the quality of central bank assets--its 
international reserves and the creditworthiness of the state. But both asset types ultimately draw on total capital in 
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Increases in the circulation of private credit-system liabilities relative to central-bank liabilities thus 
require a combination of increases in bank tolerance for illiquidity l(t), and a higher willingness by 
capitalists to hold credit- system liabilities d(t).
As a result, systems with higher relative credit allocations to consumption loans face a series of 
related difficulties. To  sustain any given rate of accumulation they will need higher volumes of 
money in  circulation  relative  to total  capital  in circulation. This  will  require  a  combination  of 
greater volumes of central-bank liabilities outstanding relative to capital in circulation, higher levels 
of bank illiquidity, or higher degrees of capitalist willingness to hold their money balances in the 
form of private credit-system liabilities. Yet at the same time, the monetary authority in such an 
economy will generally face stronger potential  inflationary pressures and have smaller scopes to 
accommodate private credit decisions by supplying  reserves. Further, this economy will also face 
heightened credit risks, which will generally be accompanied by lower levels of l(t) and d(t).
Three broad possible outcomes follow for such an economy relative to comparable systems with 
lower levels of consumption credit. First, it may simply exhibit lower levels of net credit extension 
and lower rates of accumulation. In this case consumption lending may be understood directly to 
contribute  to  lower  rates  of  growth.  Second,  if  the  system  enjoys  superior  credit-system 
27management of balance sheet risks it may be possible to maintain comparable levels of net credit 
extension supported by higher  l(t) and d(t).  Even in this somewhat contrived case the economy 
will  still  face  the  heightened  inflationary pressures discussed  in  section  3.2  above,  which  will 
eventually limit the scope for net credit extension. 
And third, these economies may simply see a cyclical or speculative increase in confidence in the 
liquidity and credit-risk position of the credit system. In those cases higher levels of l(t) and d(t)
are speculative developments, possibly supported by an overly accommodative stance by the central 
monetary authority. In this scenario capitalists are more strongly exposed to credit and monetary 
risks, and a banking and monetary crisis is all but certain. In a highly stylised, abstract fashion, the   
build-up to and the explosion of the international banking crisis of 2007-08 proceeded along these 
broad  lines. By leading  to  heightened  levels of  effective  social  leveraging,  consumption credit 
makes a distinctive contribution to heightened credit and monetary fragility in a capitalist economy. 
5. Conclusions
This paper has offered a distinctive Marxian approach to the analysis of the macroeconomic content 
of credit and its allocation. It is based on the identification of the foundations for credit-system 
liabilities in the very process of capital accumulation, and on the conceptual apparatus offered by 
the circuit of capital. A continuous-time model of a closed economy based on Foley (1982,1986) 
was postulated and solved for existing exponential steady states. 
Accumulation was held to be primarily constrained by its own ability to generate flows of money 
demanding  commodities. As such  the  model  abstracted  from  labour,  resource  or  technological 
restrictions,  and  it  did  not  consider  changes  to  the  investment  and  production  lag  processes 
conditioning the movement of capital through the circuit. Considering expansion paths where the 
pace of credit expansion was stable in relation to the scale of reproduction, the paper identified 
exponential steady-states for the evolution of all stocks and flows in the economy. 
Steady states with higher degrees of net credit extension were shown to exhibit higher rates of 
accumulation, as all loans enhance demand flows that facilitate the timely sale of commodities and 
the  realisation of profits by sellers.  Exclusive consideration of aggregate  demand determination 
suggests credit allocation does not affect rates of accumulation. But the  model  also shows how 
28production credit makes a distinctive contribution to the accumulation of capital in circulation. As a 
result  consumption  credit may be  understood  to  effect a  distinctive  form  of  leveraging  in  the 
economy. This proves significant as volumes of capital in circulation relative to the pace of lending, 
stocks of  debt, and total  money in circulation  condition the  scopes and consequences of credit 
extension.  Through  those  channels  production  and  consumption  credit establish  very  different 
relationships with the process of accumulation. 
Productive constraints arise as stable accumulation requires that inventories are not depleted or even 
overly challenged. Only thus will commodity prices and the value of money remain stable. This 
requirement defines the set of values for financial parameters compatible with stable accumulation. 
The  shape of this set depends on  mark-up and profit reinvestment rates. It also depends on the 
weight of investment lags relative to lags in production, which respectively condition the relative 
size  of demand and supply flows in steady-state growth. Significantly, steady states with higher 
relative levels of consumption credit were shown to exhibit lower scopes for credit extension. In 
fact,  maximal  rates  of  growth  for any given  relative  weight of  production  and  investment lag 
processes were shown to be attained only when all credit is allocated to production loans. 
The model also afforded results regarding the heightened credit risk and requirements on monetary 
circulation faced by systems with higher levels of credit allocation to consumption loans. Notably, 
such systems place higher burdens of debt on wage earners, and exhibit lower volumes of wage 
payments, increasing the credit risks faced by wage earners. Overall credit risks are also higher as 
levels of indebtedness prove higher relative to the volume of capital in circulation, from which all 
income flows are derived. 
Further, sustaining accumulation paths with high allocations of consumption credit requires higher 
relative levels of monetary circulation. This will require a combination of accommodation by the 
central  monetary authority of  rising  needs for  money in  circulation,  and  greater  circulation  of 
private credit-system liabilities. Yet both these developments pose difficulties for economies with 
high relative levels of consumer credit. Unless these systems experience real improvements in the 
management of credit and liquidity risks, they will experience either growth-diminishing  falls in 
overall  levels of  credit extension,  or move towards positions  of  heightened risks of  credit and 
monetary crises.  
29Perhaps most significantly, the paper has offered a foundation for a new dynamic and integrated 
approach to the analysis of the real economy, and the requirements and contradictions of credit and 
monetary phenomena. The  present discussion has focussed  on spontaneous developing  pools of 
capital value in monetary form as the foundation for the circulation of credit-system liabilities and, 
thus,  for  the  extension  of  credit.  But  contemporary  capitalism  exhibits  an  additional  and 
complementary foundation  for  financial  liabilities:  The  flow  of  value  between  realised  sales 
revenues and investment is significantly mediated by the acquisition of corporate securities. The 
character and content of these mediations may offer useful directions for further research. 
Finally,  this  paper’s  conclusions  raise  important  concerns  regarding  the  significance  of  the 
reorientation of credit in favour of loans financing consumption (and private residential investment) 
across a range of advanced and middle-income economies. As has been discussed and documented 
elsewhere,13 this development started as a mediated expression of important secular tendencies in 
the conditions and financial behaviour of non-financial enterprises and wage earning households in 
the United States. It has been conditioned over the past 30 years by increased reliance on private 
provision for retirement, education, housing and health, as well as stagnant wage incomes and rising 
inequality. 
As a result of its profitability and compatibility with large-scale international banking, consumption 
credit has spread aggressively across the world since the early 1990s. As credit has been actively 
reoriented by banks in favour of such loans, the resulting indebtedness by wage-earning households 
has effected growing transfers of value from them to the credit system in the form of bank profits. 
As this paper suggests these  processes may not just be  seen to  be iniquitous, but may also be 
understood as a new instance  in which individual profitability throws up distinctive obstacles to 
sustainable economic development. 
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31Appendix A - Full Exponential Solutions
Exponential growth paths for all stocks and flows in the model can be normalised to the scale of 
simple reproduction S'(t), yielding
S'(t) = S'(0)e
g(h)t                     (A.1)
Total sales
S(t) = S'(t)(1+ q)                     (A.2) 
Profits
S''(t) = qS'(t)                     (A.3)
Investment
C(t) = 1+ pq −ζh [ ]S'(t)                   (A.4)
Output
P(t) = 1+ pq −ζh [ ]xp
*(g)S'(t)                (A.5) 
Money hoards and debt outstanding
M(t) =
1+ pq [ ]
g(h)
1− xv
*(g) ⎡ ⎣ ⎤ ⎦S'(t) = h
S'(t)
g(h)
= B(t)             (A.6)
Unfinished outputs
Π(t) =
1+ pq −ζh [ ]
g(h)
1− xp




*(g)−1 ⎡ ⎣ ⎤ ⎦
g(h)
S'(t)                (A.8)
Total capital in circulation,
K(t) =
(1−ζ)h + pq [ ]
g(h)
S'(t)                   (A.9)
32Appendix B - Derivation of Shape of Feasible Financial Parameter Sets
Discrete delays
If the system’s production and investment lag processes take the form of discrete delays, the lag 
functions are given by xi(t) = δ(t −Ti), or the Dirac delta function for the delay in question. In this 
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⎥ ≤ ln 1+ pq −ζh [ ]   (A.13)
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Figure 1 depicts the level curves for the function in the right-hand side of (A.5) for pq = 0.1and 
(h,ζ)∈[0,1]
2. A contour corresponding to a level A  for that function constitutes the boundary for 
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14 The lower bound follows from the fact that h = 0 is always feasible, h < 0 is irrelevant to this particular issue, and 
(3.2) makes clear that h <1+ pq in a closed economy. the feasible set when 
Tp
Tv
= A, with all points to the left of that boundary trivially belonging to the 
set. 
For exponential decays
The same procedure and line of reasoning can be followed for a situation in which the lag processes 
take the form of exponential decays, xj(t) = je
− jt, where  j = v,π  for the investment and production 
rates of decay respectively.15  In this case the endogenous rate of growth is given by,
g(h) =
hv
(1+ pq − h)
  (A.15)









(1+ pq − h)π
+1<1+ pq −ζh   (A.16)




(pq −ζh)(1+ pq − h)
h
  (A.17)
Inequality (A.8) is the basis for Figure 2, in the same manner as Inequality (A.5) is for Figure 1.
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15 The rate of exponential decay offers a negative measure of the significance of the corresponding time lag.  